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Learning Goal
Create a personally meaningful gargoyle form using ceramics techniques, while exploring personal
identity.
Rationale
Adolescence is a unique journey of identity exploration and social-emotional development. Youth
often feel uncomfortable in their own skin, so they
may create external personas to navigate through
awkward or painful experiences. As art teachers,
we can guide students and help them tap into a
period of intense creativity. Projects that explore
and combine Social and Emotional Learning (SEL)
with visual art techniques can honour and nurture
a student’s imagination.
In creating gargoyles as self-portraits, students
can express a private side of their personality
that is hidden from others. This project may also
examine the historical role of gargoyles in different cultures and helps students translate personally meaningful images—as guardians, demons,
beasts, angels, infants, animals, spirits… the possibilities are endless.
Art making is powerful. It can be a cathartic tool to
document or reflect identity—whether conscious or
unconscious. Using a variety of techniques and a
written dossier, students can express themselves
and their alter egos. The tactile process of touching and manipulating clay can be grounding and
meditative. Developing effective SEL skills now
can carry through a lifetime.
This lesson can be adapted to include cross-curricular connections to Language Arts, Social Studies, Drama and Global Citizenship. There are ref-

erences to story telling, folklore, art history, and
architecture. This lesson is also effective for teaching First People’s Principles of Learning.
Teacher Preparation
·Set tables up in a U-Shape with a demo table in
the middle; or use a demo mirror, or document
camera
·Review classroom rules, health and safety
while working with clay
·Throughout the project, protect the gargoyles
from peeping students! Exposing the gargoyles
to air will dry them out

The Big Ideas: What they will understand.
Grade 10

Grade 11

Grade 12

Visual arts offer
unique ways of
exploring our identity
and sense of
belonging.

Artistic expression
is an artist’s physical,
emotional, and
cognitive articulation
of our humanity.

Visual arts are
an essential element
of culture and
personal identity.

Curricular Competencies

Concepts and Content

Grade 10
• Express meaning, intent, and emotions through 3D
artistic works
• Create three-dimensional (3D) artistic works using
sensory inspiration, imagination, and inquiry
• Create artistic works that demonstrate personal
contexts
Grade 11
• Explore artistic possibilities and take creative risks
• Create three-dimensional (3D) artistic works using
sensory inspiration, imagination, and inquiry
• Demonstrate active engagement in creating artistic
works and resolving creative challenges
• Create artistic works to reflect personal voice, story,
and values
Grade 12
• Take creative risks to demonstrate artistic possibilities
• Create three-dimensional (3D) artistic works using
sensory inspiration, imagination, and inquiry
• Create artistic works to reflect personal voice, story,
and values

image development strategies
abstraction,
distortion,
exaggeration,
magnification,
metamorphosis

What they will be able to do.

What they will know.

materials
high temperature clay,
oxides, found objects

stains,

technologies
ware boards, canvas covered
boards, pin tools, ribbon tools,
wooden sculpting tools, rolling
pins/slab roller, sponges
processes
slab building, sculpting, staining,
storing

First People’s Principles of Learning

Prior knowledge

·Learning requires exploration of one’s identity
·Learning ultimately supports the well-being of
the self, the family, the community, the land, the
spirits, and the ancestors
·Learning is holistic, reflexive, reflective,
experiential, relational

·Drying stages of clay
·Geological origins of clay
·Cultural connections to clay
·Creative process: students create a
dossier about their alter egos through
inquiry

Process
Day 1
• Present a Power Point about gargoyles
and talk about the historical significance of
gargoyles (see references). I like to make
global connections between cultures, and
talk about the history of the plague in Europe.
The Black Death often inspires the morbid
adolescent imagination. Students could also
learn about the historical and cultural contexts
through inquiry.
• Provide a dossier handout that will inspire
students to describe the character of the
gargoyles (i.e. Name, age, dislikes, country
of birth, special powers, etc.). See handout “Unmasking the Mask Within”.

Day 4
• Hello and paired partner techniques. Provide a
handout of guided questions and open answer
responses. (suggestion: laminate for re-use).
• Teacher demonstrates lips, teeth and tongues.
Students follow along.

Day 3
• Teacher demonstrates noses, brow bones,
chins and cheeks. Students follow along.
• Give students time to smooth out their work
and re-connect with the clay.
• Demonstrate eyeballs and eyelids. Students
follow along. Eyes tend to be the most
challenging part of teaching ceramic sculpture
so I often give a full class for this.

Day 7
• Catch up, finishing and group critiques.
• Later in the term after bisque firing…
• Surface decoration through use of layered stain
and oxide washes and found object additions.
Alternatively, acrylic paint washes can be used
but it is important to note that the more the
layer, the deeper the effect.
• Final critiques.

Day 5
Hello and gallery style walk-about viewing of
projects, with students looking at their own pace.
Demonstrate ears. Students follow along.

Day 6
• Hello, connectors with student self-critique
“What is working for me is… What is not
working for me is...”.
Day 2
• Demonstrate how to hollow out the back to
• Give students time to smooth clay and
avoid cracking and kiln explosions. Use a tool to
reconnect with clay. Explain that you will be
measure thickness in several areas, especially
giving a demo for each facial part but they are
the nose. Students follow along. Hair, horns
welcome to move at their own pace.
and other head adornments should be added
• Demonstrate draped slabs over molded
last.
newspaper, dividing the face and facial • Finish with holes on either side of the head for
proportions. Students follow along.
threading wiring though after the firing. This
• Demonstrate hollowing out the eye sockets
will allow the gargoyle to be mounted or hung
and skeletal features. Students follow along.
later.
• Cover projects well by spraying them lightly and • Wrap up and Burning Questions: Students
wrapping them in several layers of soft plastic.
write a burning question for the teacher. It can
• Clean-up (emphasize the importance of health
be anything related to the project or the arts.
and safety while working with clay (i.e. Silica
This will help if the students are confused about
dust)
what they are doing or if they are just curious
• Cover projects well by spraying them lightly and
about art practices. These questions can be
wrapping them in several layers of soft plastic.
answered next class.

Teacher Activities
•
•
•
•
•

•

Allow the students some free time to
catch up and refine their projects.
Allow 4 days for projects to dry slowly
under a light layer of plastic.
Remove plastic for the last two days of
drying. More drying may be needed.
Load kiln for a cone 06 bisque firing.
Candle overnight, then allow at least 14
hours to fire. Thicker work needs a slow
firing to avoid cracks and explosions from
unevenness, trapped air bubbles or thick
areas such as the nose.
Allow a day to cool, then unload.

Display
Showcase student’s gargoyles with framed
dossiers. If you can find vintage frames from a
thrift store to add to the effect, even better.
Assessment
• Group and self-critique
• Formative assessment through classroom
observation and other methods like Connectors
and Exit Slips.
• Summative Rubric and final interview with
teacher.
Cross Curricular Extension
Students write mini-historical novels about their
gargoyles using literary elements. Collaborate
with the Social Studies or English teacher.

References
Nightmares in the Sky: Gargoyles and Grotesques by Stephen King and f-stop Fitzgerald. Viking Studio
Books, 1988
Canadian Artists as references:
• Kathy Venter http://www.kathyventer.com/
• Bob Kingsmill: http://www.kingsmillpottery.com/
International Artists as References:
• Walter S. Arnold http://www.stonecarver.com/gargoyle.html
• Arnold also has a Q & A section for teachers: http://www.stonecarver.com/teaching.html
• Dan Reeder http://gourmetpapermache.com/
• Rosslyn Chapel, Scotland
• http://learning.rosslandchapel.org.uk/articles/list/C1

Unmasking the Mask Within
Name
Nickname
Age
Birthplace
Physical Attributes

True Identity

Unique Qualities

Special Powers, Skills

Vulnerabilities

Extra Notes

